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“Is There Anybody Out There?” Gamma Ray Bursts and the Fermi 
Paradox

Susanna Weber 1, Luis Anchordoqui 2 (mentor)
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2. Department of Physics & Astronomy, Lehman College, City University of New York, NY, 10468, United States
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luis.anchordoqui@gmail.com2

Abstract 
The Fermi paradox is the discrepancy between the likelihood of alien life and the absence of evidence for such 
emergence. Here, we derive an upper limit on the fraction of living intelligent species that develop communication 
technology biotecξ〈 〉 . ...〈 〉  indicates the average over all the manners in which civilizations can arise and develop 
such technology. Following Drake, we factorize biotecξ〈 〉  as the product of the fractions in which: (i) life arises, 
(ii) intelligence develops, and (iii) communication technology is developed. This averaging procedure is an 
approximation because the characteristics of the initial conditions in a planet and its surroundings affect the 
phenomena with high complexity. The number of communicating t civilizations that exist in the galaxy is formulated 
to be 

T
N astro biotec Lζ ξ= 〈 〉〈 〉 . astroζ〈 〉  is the average production rate of habitable planets; Lτ  is the length 

of time that a civilization communicates. Using determinations of the characteristics of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), 
we calculate the probability that a GRB could make a planet inhospitable, yielding 3~ 2 10astroζ −〈 〉 × . Our current 
measurement of N = 0 implies 35 10biotecζ −〈 〉 < × at the 95% confidence level, where we have taken 0.3Lτ >  Myr 
such that Lτ >>>propagation distances of Galactic scales (∼10 kpc).

Keywords
Astrophysics; High Energy Astrophysics; Gamma Ray Bursts; Extraterrestrial Life; Fermi Paradox; Drake Equation
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Introduction
On May 25,1961, President Kennedy’s announcement to put a man on the moon and bring him back safely before 
the end of the decade initiated the advent of human exploration of space for NASA, culminating in the landing on the 
Moon on July 16, 1969. Considering the immense size and age of the universe, it is difficult to believe that this event 
is unique. On the other hand, if there is alien life capable of pulling off such a feat we must ask, as Fermi did, where is 
everybody?1 In a first approximation of the answer, we can model the number of intelligent civilizations in our galaxy 
at any given time capable of releasing detectable signals of their existence into space using a quite simple functional 
form, 

* p e i cN R f n f f f Lτ=


                                                                                (1)               

where *R  is the average rate of star formation, pf  is the fraction of stars with planetary systems, en  is the number 
of planets (per solar system) with a long-lasting (∼4 Gyr) ecoshell, f



 is the fraction of suitable planets on which life 
actually appears, if  is the fraction of living species that develop intelligence, cf  is the fraction of intelligent species 
with communications technology, and Lτ  is the length of time such civilizations release detectable signals into 
space (i.e. the lifetime of the communicative phase).2 Following Prantzos,3 we separate (1) into its astrophysical and 
biotechnological factors: 

N astro biotec Lτζ ξ= 〈 〉〈 〉                                 (2)

Where * p eastro R f nζ〈 〉 =  represents the production rate of habitable planets with long-lasting ecoshells (determined 
through astrophysics) and l i cbiotec f f fξ〈 〉 =   represents the product of all chemical, biological and technological 
factors leading to the development of a technological civilization. ...〈 〉  indicates the average over all the multiple 
means in which civilizations can arise, grow, and develop such technology, starting at any time since the formation of 
our galaxy in any location inside it. This averaging procedure must be regarded as a crude approximation because 
the characteristics of the initial conditions on a planet and its surroundings may affect i cf f f

  cf with high complexity. In 
this work we estimate the production rate of exoplanets in the habitable zone and the rate of planetary catastrophes 
which could threaten the evolution of life on the surface of these worlds. Armed with these estimates, we use our 
current measurement of N = 0 to set an upper limit on biotecξ〈 〉  N = 0 is referring to the case of “another” sufficiently 
advanced race we could detect.

Results and Discussion
The Drake Equation
The star formation rate in the galaxy is estimated to be 1 4,5

* 1.65 0.19 .M M tyr−= ±


.4,5 This estimate has been derived 
assuming the Kroupa initial mass function (IMF).6,7 The shape of this IMF is lognormal-like and exhibits a peak 
around / 0.4M M ≈



,8 suggesting there are roughly 2 stars per M. Altogether, this yields 1
* 3R yr−≈ . Now, only 

10% of these stars are appropriate for harboring habitable planets. This is because the mass of a star M⊗ must be 
1.1M<



 to be sufficiently long-lived (with main sequence lifetimes larger than 4.5 Gyr) and the mass of M⊗ must be 
0.7M>



 to possess circumstellar habitable zones outside the tidally locked region.9 The frequency η⊕ of terrestrial 
planets in the habitable zone of solar-type stars can be determined using data from the Kepler mission.10-12 Current 
estimates suggest 0.15(+0.13, −0.06) < η⊕ < 0.61 (+0.07 , −0.15).13,14 The production rate of habitable planets is then  

1 13 0.1 0.15 0.045yr yr− −××  . 

Gamma Ray Bursts
Next, in line with our stated plan, we estimate a rough probability that a habitable planet will survive and remain in a 
habitable zone to present day. Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are short-lived, luminous explosions, thought to originate 
from relativistic plasma launched at the time of deaths of massive stars. The widely accepted interpretation of GRB 
phenomenology is that the observable effects are due to the dissipation of the kinetic energy of a relativistically 
expanding fireball.15 The physical conditions in the dissipation region produce a heavy flux of photons with energies 
above an estimated 100 keV. It has been suggested that a nearby (galactic) GRB may destroy the ozone layer, 
possibly making the GRB damaging to life on Earth. Because of this, GRBs have been proposed to explain events of 
massive terrestrial life extinction.16-22 GRBs are generally divided into two groups according to their duration: long (> 2 
s) and short (< 2 s). Short GRBs are weaker and hence, even though their rate is higher than the rate of long GRBs, 
their life-threatening effect is negligible.22 Throughout we consider only long GRBs. We want to estimate the expected 
number of GRBs that can terminate life on a planet that is situated at a Galactic radius R. To this end we should take 
into account the following considerations:  
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The Luminosity-Rate Function
The luminosity-rate function φ(L), which measures the number of GRBs with a luminosity in a small range around a 
given value L occurring per unit time and volume, is given by:

*
min*

*
max*

( )

L L L L
L

L n
L L L L
L

α

β
φ

−

−

  < < 
 = 
  < <                                       (3)                                                                                                       

where * 1 1 1
min max1.2( 0.2, 0.1), 2.4( 0.3, 0.6), 1052.5 0.2 , 1049 ,  1054L ergs L ergs and L ergsα β − − −= + − = + − = ± = = .23 

Here, n is the volumetric rate of GRBs at *L L= . We consider a fiducial value of 1 3
0 0.15( 0.7, 0.8)n yr Gpc− −= + − .23 

To accommodate the metallicity bias determined in Jimenez et al.,24 we follow Piran et al.  and take correction of a 
factor 10.22 It has been noted in Gowanlock that such a low metallicity correction factor yields an upper limit on the 
volumetric rate of long GRBs 00.1n n≤ .25 To derive our upper bound on biotecξ we will adopt 00.1n n= , since the 
larger the number of GRBs, the smaller the number of planets with a long-lasting ecoshell, and therefore the larger 
the value of biotecξ  In general, any GRB regardless of its luminosity could terminate life if it is close enough to a 
planet. This is taken into account in our next point.

The Fluence

The fluence F measures the amount of energy per unit area arriving to a planet from a distant GRB. If the distance 
between the GRB and the planet is r , an isotropic emission and conservation of energy implies  

24
E
rπ

=F
              (4)                       

where E is the total energy released by the GRB. The effects of a copious flux of gamma rays on the Earth’s 
atmosphere have been studied in Thomas et al.19,20 A fluence of 210kJ / m could cause a depletion of roughly 68% of 
the ozone layer on a time scale of a month, whereas fluences of 2100kJ / m  and 21000kJ / m  could cause depletions 
of about 91% and 98%, respectively. This implies that a fluence of 210kJ / m  could cause some damage to life, while 

21000kJ / m  will wipe out nearly the whole atmosphere causing a catastrophic life extinction event. Note, however, 
that the complete removal of all life on an Earth-like planet is a very unlikely event.26 The critical fluence cF gives the 
limit on acceptable fluence on a planet. In our calculations we take  * 2100 /c kJ m=F as our fiducial life threatening 
critical fluence.22

The Hazard Distance
The hazard distance of a GRB, characterized by its total energy E, measures the length for which the fluence is 
higher than the critical fluence cF . Any planet within this distance will have life terminated. For a fixed GRB energy 
and critical fluence, we use (4) to obtain the hazard distance: 

( , )
4 8c

c c

LEd L F
F F

τ

π π
= =

                                                                (5)

where in the second rendition we have assumed that the total GRB energy is roughly the average (∼ half) of the peak 
flux / 2E Lτ= .22  A good but rough estimate of E follows from the assumption that the typical duration of long GRBs is τ 
∼20 s.15
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Figure 1: Hazard region (left) and probability contours for life destroying GRB on Earth as function of total time t and 
critical fluency cF  normalized to * 2100 /c kJ m=F  (right). We have taken (  ) 8.12kpcsolar systemR ≈ .

The Fraction of Hazardous Galaxy
The fraction of hazardous galaxy [ , ]p d R  measures the fraction of the total galactic mass that is within the hazard 
distance d, for any point at radius R from the galactic center. The fraction of galactic mass that is contained within a 
surface element at radius r is given by,

                                                         2

1( )
2

d

r
r

d

r e
r

ρ
π

 
− 
 =                                              (6)

such that ( ) 1r aρ∫ =d . Here, 2.15 0.14kpcdr = ± .26 As illustrated in Fig.1 to calculate the fraction of hazardous galaxy 
around a point with radius R , one has to integrate (6) in a circular region of radius d centered at R,

                                                    (7) 

Defining the unit vectors / R=u R


 and ⊥u  perpendicular to u


 we can write R=R u


 and 
(cos sin )r ϕ ϕ ⊥′ ′= +r u u



. Since = +r R r ,

2 2| | 2 cosr R r r R ϕ′ ′= = + +r                                                          (8)

Defining r zd′ ≡  we have 2a d ϕ=d zdzd  where z runs from 0 to 1, so that

2
2 1 2 2 2
0 02

1[ , ]  exp  2 cos
2 d d

dp d R d zz R d z dRz
r r

π ϕ ϕ
π

 
= ∫ ∫ − + + 

 
d

        (9)                   
The Rate of Life-Threatening Gamma Ray Bursts
The rate of life-threatening GRBs at any position of the galaxy, specified by the radius R, is given by

max

min

*
*

( )( , ) ( ) [ ( , ), ]L
c L c

V MR F L p d L F R L
L

φΓ = ∫ d
                                                    (10) 

The cosmological volume of a galaxy, with stellar mass *M , is defined by * * *( ) / ( )V M M zρ=  where 
17.46 0.39 3

*( ) 10 zz M Gpcρ − −=


is the average stellar density as a function of redshift z .28 For a galaxy like our own 
Milky Way, 10

* 6 10M M≈ ∗


 and so at 0z = we have 7 3
*( ) ~ 10V M Gpc− .29 

Taking into account all of these considerations, we now turn to estimating the expected number of GRBs that can 
terminate life in a planet situated at a galactic radius R. As it turns out ( ), cRΓ F is ( )1 .Gyr −  This means that for 
Gyr time scales, we expect to have (on average) a small number of GRB events. This kind of estimate is then well 
suited to Poisson statistics. The Poisson distribution is a discrete probability distribution for the counts of events 
that occur randomly in a given interval of time (or space). Of particular interest here, the probability of having i 
GRBs when the expected average µ, is given by /i

i
p e µµ−= i . The probability of having 1 or more GRBs is 

2

1[ , ]
2

d

r
r

s
d

d R e a
r

ρ
π

−

= ∫ d
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1 0
1 1 .

i i
p p p e µ∞ −

== = − = −∑  The average number of GRBs during a time t is ì = (R, )c tΓ F  t, and therefore

( ) ( )( ),, 1 cR t
cp t R e= − −Γ^ F
F                                                       (11)

In Fig. 1 we show probability contours of at least one GRB having occurred in the past time t with enough flux to 
produce significant life extinction on Earth. Since the probabilities get too high in most of the parameter space of 
interest, the legend does not show the probability p (which would be too close to 1), but instead the parameter k 
defined by

                                               

2/21

(2 )

k x
k

p e x
π

+ −
−= ∫ d

                                                                  (12)

Since = +r R r ,        

which gives the usual correspondence between probabilities and the standard deviation for a normal 
distribution, which leads to 12 ( )k Erf p−= . Some value correspondences between k  and the probabilities 
in % are 1 68%, 2 95.5%,k k= =   and 5 99.99994%k =  . The circles indicate selected values of  

2/ ( / ) 10,100,1000c kJ m =F and / 0.5,1,5Gyr =t . Our estimates are in good agreement with those given in Table II 
of Piran et al.22 These findings seem to indicate that a nearby GRB may have caused one of the five greatest mass 
extinctions on Earth. However, it is important to remind the reader that the estimates shown in Fig.1 rely on an upper 
limit of the volumetric rate of long GRBs; namely,

Figure 2: The probability of having one or more lethal GRBs in 1 Gyr (left) and 4 Gyr (right) for a critical fluency 
2100 /c kJ m=F , as a function of distance from the galactic center. The solid line corresponds to 0n n= and the 

long-dashed line to 00.1n n= . Following the right legend, the short-dashed line measures the total amount of mass 
enclosed in a radius less than R.

Coming back to our calculation, we can use (11) to compute the probability of having at least one lethal GRB, for a 
critical fluency cF  and a fixed lookback time ct , as a function of the distance R. Life has been evolving on Earth for 
close to 4 Gyr,30,31 but complex life is well under 1 Gyr old, and intelligent life is only one Myr old at most. In what 
follows, we adopt 1ct =  Gyr and 4 Gyr as critical time intervals for life evolution.32 In Fig. 2 we show the probability of 
having one or more lethal GRBs for a critical fluency  2100 /c kJ m=F  and / 1ct Gyr =  and 4, as a function of distance 
from the galactic center. 

All we need to do now is add the components together to arrive at the production rate of habitable planets with a long-
lasting ecoshell,

                                                       (13)

It is of interest to study how astroζ  depends on the different parameters involved. According to (3), (10) and (11), the 
dependence of p  in n  and t  can be grouped in the same functional dependence. Introducing 

00 n n=Γ ≡ Γ  one can 
rewrite 0 0t x tΓ = Γ  where ( )( )0 0/ /x t t n n=  and 0t Gyr= . We can then rewrite (13) ( )10.045astro yr x−= Jζ  where

                         (14)

The value of  ( )xJ is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of 0.4x < for different values of cF . Note that for 2100kJ/mc =F  
with 

c
t Gyr= and 4Gyr , (13) leads to 21 10astro x −=ζ  and 32 10−× , respectively.

( ) ( )1 2
0 00.045 1 , ,π− ∞〈 〉 = ∫ ∫ −  castro yr p t R R R Rd dFζ φρ

( ) [ ] ( )0 0 02 exp , ( )π ∞= ∫ − Γ cx x R t R R RdJ F ]ρ

,
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Finally, to determine the upper bound on biotecξ  we must decide on the possible minimum Lτ . Herein we consider 
0.3Lτ >  Myr such that .cLτ  propagation distances of Galactic scales (∼10 kpc, or 100,000 light years). This would 

provide enough time to receive electromagnetic (and/or high-energy neutrino)33 signals from any advanced civilization 
living in the Milky Way which is trying to communicate with us, or another civilization.

Figure 3: The integral F  (left) and the variation of the upper limit on biotecξ  (right) as a function of x, for three 
different hazardous fluences.

As of today, the non-observation of evidence of advanced civilizations implies that models of biotecξ  predicting 
N > 3.09 are excluded at the 95% C.L.34 Assuming that evolution requires 4 Gyr for life to evolve and that the 
communication phase with advanced civilizations must last at least 0.3 Myr, we obtain 35 10biotec xξ −< at the 95% 
C.L. If instead we consider that only 1Gyr would be required (on average) or intelligent life to evolve the 95% C.L. 
upper limit becomes more restrictive: 31 10biotec xξ −< . The dependence of biotecξ  on x is shown in Fig. 3. A 
closing argument is that our estimate for the production rate of habitable planets is overly conservative, as we have 
adopted the present-day star formation rate. It has been noted that the average star formation rate in the galaxy could 
be about 4 times the current rate.35

Conclusion
In summary, in this paper we have derived an upper bound on the average fraction of living intelligent species that 
develop communication technology: 35 10biotec xξ −< at the 95% C.L. Future observations could help to tighten this 
bound. In particular, a new arsenal of data will certainly provide an ideal testing ground to improve our understanding 
about: (i) the occurrence of exoplanets in the habitable zone, (ii) the early star formation rate models, and (iii) 
the GRB phenomenology. Though there are factors that affect the development and sustainability of life that are 
impossible to measure, such as geological or cultural effects, this research represents an important starting point 
in using empirical models to answer questions about the possibility of life in the galaxy. The past few years have 
witnessed the discovery of more and more rocky planets that are larger and heftier than Earth. Finding the Earth-
twins is a higher order challenge, because these smaller planets produce fainter signals. Technology to detect 
and image Earth-like planets has been developed for use of the next generation space telescopes. The Transiting 
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS)36 is NASA’s next step in the search for planets outside of our solar system, 
including those that could support life. The NASA roadmap will subsequently continue with the launch of the James 
Webb Space Telescope (JWST)37 and perhaps the proposed Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope - Astrophysics 
Focused Telescope Assets (WFIRST-AFTA) early in the next decade.38 The ability to detect alien life may still be many 
years away, but the quest is underway. 
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Abstract 
Air travel has two major issues; plane crashes caused by loss of control and its contribution to pollution. Aircrafts 
could employ a new wing orientation, forward swept wings, which would increase the effectiveness of the rear wing 
set, thereby increasing the control given to the pilot. Other studies suggest that forward swept wings are more 
efficient than the contemporary rear swept wings. If aircrafts became more efficient, then they could fly the same 
distance without consuming as much fuel, thereby decreasing air pollution emissions. This experiment measured the 
efficiency ratio (lift-to-drag ratio) as a proxy for fuel efficiency. I utilized force sensors to measure lift (upward force) 
and drag (frictional force) on 3D printed wing models in order to create the efficiency ratio (lift/drag). This ratio, in turn, 
allows for comparisons of efficiency concerning differing sweep orientations. It was found that forward swept wings 
were more efficient than rear swept wings at subsonic speeds. This warrants future research concerning the fuel 
efficiency of forward swept wings at varying speeds and angles of attack in direct comparison with rear swept wings. 

Keywords
Forward Swept Wings; Swept Wings; Efficiency Ratio; Lift/Drag; Wind Tunnel
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Introduction 

General Problem
In 2013, over 8 million people were flying daily and while air travel is a widely utilized mode of transport, it has its fair 
share of problems.1

Two of the major issues with planes are the negative impacts on the environment as well as loss of control (usually 
stemming from pilot error). It has been estimated that aviation in developed countries, such as the United Kingdom, 
generates approximately 13%-15% of greenhouse gas emissions.2

Additionally, plane crashes due to loss of control is another issue and preliminary estimates suggest that private 
planes caused 22 deaths per two million travel hours. This fatality rate is substantially higher than the automobile 
fatality rate; one death per two million travel hours.3 The loss of control that occurs in airplanes has a few 
technological nullifiers, such as winglets and a saw-tooth, which inhibit destabilizing airflow. (Table 1)

Current Nullifiers for Loss of Control
Devices like the winglet are incorporated into aircrafts in order to counter loss of control. However, these devices have 
only a limited effect, and cannot completely alleviate the issue because pilot error is the biggest factor in airplane 
crashes.4 A possible solution to this would be to implement forward swept wings which are a new type of wing that 
addresses the loss of control through a different path of airflow (Figures 1 & 2).
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The Impact on the Environment
Air travel not only emits harmful greenhouse gasses, which accelerate global warming, but the chemistry of jet 
emissions produces an additional warming effect. This is due to the high carbon content that is used within jet fuel, 
unlike many modern fuels used in other forms of travel.5 Jet fuel, like Jet-A, has about 12 carbon atoms per molecule, 
while petroleum, a common base for various fuels, has about five carbon atoms per molecule.5a, 5b Global warming 
is responsible for changes in climate worldwide, leading to the need for radical changes in waste emissions6. The 
issue of carbon emissions could potentially be reduced by the implementation of forward swept wings.15 Due to the 
likely improvements of efficiency, forward swept wings allow for more efficient air travel.15, 16 This means there would 
be a decrease in the fuel consumption necessary for each flight, therefore reducing the amount of carbon emissions 
each flight produces (Figures 3 & 4). While this increase in efficiency may lead to higher demand for flights, thereby 
negating this improvement in efficiency (Jevons Paradox), this outcome would still result in more efficient flight from 
aircrafts. Furthermore, the probability of this outcome is unlikely, due to the history of similar scenarios results.17

Review of Literature
Current Aircraft Type
The most common type of airplane wing is the rear swept wing because of the high efficiency that they provide.7 
Efficiency, as defined in this experiment, is measured as the lift (upward force) divided by drag (frictional force). 
However, rear swept wings, while efficient, have relatively unstable airflow which makes planes much more likely 
to crash due to the loss of control. This instability is not fully corrected through the implementation of stabilizing 
components, such as winglets. The cause of the instability of rear swept wings, have been elucidated in multiple 
studies.8-10

Forward Swept Wings
The forward swept wing is a relatively unexplored option that combines high performance with reliable flight.16 This 
sweep orientation was first manifested at the dawn of modern aircraft during WWII. However, this orientation was 
not used due to the high pressure that was put onto the wings. This pressure, after just a few flights, would critically 
damage the wings of the aircraft, making it unable to fly. Within the past 20 years, the prospect of using forward 
swept wings in contemporary aircraft design has become a viable option,13 as the problem of high pressure was 
alleviated by using a modern composite material that uses fibrous layers, coupled with layered aluminum, to add to 
wing strength.16 Forward swept wings lead air onto the rear wing set, causing for more stability and efficiency.11, 12 
Corrective components, such as winglets, are not required to maintain flight stability in an aircraft that uses forward 
swept wings due to the increased airflow displaced onto the rear wing set. Forward swept wings are predicted to be 
as, if not more, efficient than rear swept wings,15, 16 which means that the forward swept orientation could generate 
more lift and less drag when compared to rear swept wings. With more lift and less drag being generated, the amount 
of fuel consumed would be lowered for flights utilizing the forward swept orientation, thereby resulting in less carbon 
emissions. However, even with more than ten studies focusing of the forward swept orientation, only one focused 
on the efficiency of the forward swept orientation due to the previously noted problem of increased pressure on the 
wings. No studies thus far, focused on the efficiency of forward swept wings in direct comparison to rear swept wings.
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Problem
It is unknown how efficient forward swept wings are in comparison to rear swept wings. One study used a prototype of 
a forward swept craft, and through the process of analyzing the data from that flight, hypothesized that forward swept 
wings could be more efficient than rear swept wings due to the extraordinarily effective flight results gathered by the 
prototype’s flight.16 This study, while finding efficiency data on forward swept wings, still leaves a gap in knowledge 
concerning the efficiency of forward swept wings in direct comparison to rear swept wings.

Goal
The goal of this study is to test and gather preliminary efficiency values for both forward and rear swept wings, directly 
comparing the values. This will be done by testing and gathering data for both forward and rear swept wing types 
through calculating the lift and drag forces simulated via a wind tunnel in order to conclude which orientation of wing 
sweep is more efficient. The impact of these findings may validate the efficiency of such wings and increase its use in 
modern aircraft designs. This would then lead to the alleviation of loss of control during flight, as forward swept wings 
give more control to the pilot through increased airflow on the rear wing-set. Forward swept wings may also reduce 
the negative impact on the environment created by planes, as forward swept wings may be more efficient than rear 
swept wings.

Methods
Introduction to Methodology
In this experiment, six models of a wing were 3-D printed because 3-D printing was the most accessible way to obtain 
customized models. Three of the wings created model forward swept wings and three models represent rear swept 
wings in order to test the efficiency of both swept wing types. The splitting of model orientations allowed for direct 
comparison of each sweep orientation. Of the six wing models, two of each were used at differing sweep angles (one 
sweep angle for each sweep direction). Sweep angles are the angles between the line fuselage/wingtip and the nose 
of the craft (see Figure 5 – Swept Wing Comparison). The sweep angles used were 15o, 25o, and 35o in order to test 
the efficiency for a variety of sweep angles.  Models were used in order to calculate a preliminary estimate of how 
efficient forward swept wings are in comparison to rear swept wings (Figures 5, 6, and 7)

Role of Mentor
The role of the mentor in this project was to guide the student researcher through various challenges within the study. 
For example, the mentor provided important advice in preliminary scaling estimates of model sizes such as the taper 
angle (severity of diminishing thickness) and chord length (length from wing tip to wing root).
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Materials
This experiment utilized a wind tunnel in order to simulate air moving over a wing. The wind tunnel was borrowed from 
(and built by) a neighboring district. The wind tunnel was comprised of a long structure with a fan at one end to inhale 
air create airflow. Air moved from one open side to the other side with the fan creating the airflow at a speed of 8.5 m/s.

This experiment also utilized six different wing models that were designed to simulate swept wings. The models 
were created using AutoCAD 3-D modeling software. The file template was modified in order to fit the dimensions        
12.93 cm x 16.68 cm x 1.61 cm as well as cropped such that there was only one wing printed per model (Fig 4). 

I used force sensors to measure the magnitude of the force exerted from the wings that were attached above and in 
front of the leading edge of the model in order to measure lift and drag. The measurement of lift and drag enabled for 
calculations determining the efficiency of each model.

There was approximately 50 ft of string and six eye-hooks used in this experiment. This string was what comprised 
the suspension system and was what allowed the wings to be suspended in the wind tunnel. The string attached to 
each model on one eye-hook located at the center of balance for each model. 

The suspension system’s concept arose from the concept of measuring a model’s lift and drag values. Contemporary 
systems often utilize a system that uses a clamp-like structure to hold the model in place. However, the clamp used 
would dampen the measurements found by the force sensors because the model would have friction on the sides. If 
the wings were simply floating in the wind tunnel, suspended, then the most accurate readings would be produced. 
Thereby, the concept of the suspension system was created; the system allows for a more accurate measurement of 
lift and drag forces as it does not hinder the forces exerted.

Explanation
Suspension System
The suspension system utilized a vertical string attached above the wing model in order keep to the wing model stable 
in the pitch axis, as well as measure the downward force on the wing. This string also kept the wing model at a constant 
25o angle of attack.

Another string was attached to the leading edge of the craft. This line limited yaw (vertical axis) instability as well as 
measured the frictional force exerted on the wing.

String was also attached to the “Z” axis of the craft, anchored on both sides of the craft. These lines controlled the roll 
direction of the craft (Figures 8 & 9)

Potential Issues
In this experiment, wing data was gathered twice in order to ensure accuracy as well as expand data points. However, 
there was some pitch instability in the first dataset. This was caused by the strings controlling the model because they 
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were only anchored to one point. The second dataset addressed this problem by wrapping the roll string around the 
wing model. The first dataset will not be used for the calculations of results, as the slight oscillation could have mildly 
affected results.

Data Collection (dataset one)
Force sensors were added to the pitch line attached above the wing as well as the yaw line based from the leading 
edge of the wing in order to project the magnitude of the force vectors onto a display located near the wind tunnel. The 
magnitudes could then be recorded for data analysis. Before the wind was turned on, the magnitude for both sensors 
was recorded. Then, when the wind was turned on, data from each sensor was recorded every two minutes for a total of 
ten minutes. At the eleventh minute (one minute past when wind was turned off) another reading of force was recorded. 
This is a similar process to that used in many wind tunnel tests, such as Yu F. Fei and Kuo C. San.15

Data Collection (dataset two)
The procedure for dataset two was precisely the same of that for dataset one, except for the wind on total time and the 
roll string. The wind on total time was doubled to mak twenty minutes with wind. The readings still occurred every two 
minutes, so the data collected was double when compared to the first data set.  The other change with the roll string 
occurred with the way it was attached. With the second data set, the roll string wrapped around the wing model to give 
more stability in pitch due to the fact that the string now spanned the length of the wing model, giving more points of 
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contact to the model and as such stabilizing the movement. The added stability made the data collected more reliable, 
in terms of calculating efficiency, due to the increased consistency of the data (Figure 10).

Data Analysis
The first step of the analysis process starts with finding the difference in lift and was calculated by finding the average 
of the downward force (wind on) and subtracting it from the initial downward force (wind off). The equation modeling 
this calculation is L = gi – ga such that ga is average gravity (downward force) and gi is initial gravity. Then, the change 
in drag must be found by calculating the average of the frictional force (wind on) and then the initial value (wind off) 

must be subtracted from this value. The equation D = da – di such that da is average lateral force and di is initial lateral 
force. Both values (change in lift and drag) should be positive in order to allow easy comparison of the two values 
making the resulting fraction easier to calculate. After the values of the change in lift and drag are calculated, they are 
put into a fraction that consists of lift/drag. The equation modeling this ratio is L/D such that L is lift and D is drag. This 
general efficiency coefficient allows for comparison of every wing tested in this research. A higher value in the lift over 
drag fraction is equivalent to a general higher efficiency at a given speed and angle of attack, both of which were kept 
constant in this experiment.

Results and Discussion 
Overview
The goal of this research was to test and gather preliminary efficiency values for both forward and rear swept wings. 
Dataset 1 was not used in order to calculate the efficiency of forward swept wings due to the fact that the wing model 
oscillated which distorted the force sensor readings. This distortion caused the data collected to not be accurate, as 
it added extra force to the readings of lift and drag. Dataset 2 concluded that the forward swept wing orientation was 
more efficient than rear swept wings at 15o, 25o, 35o. Forward swept wings were found to have a higher lift to drag 
(L/D) ratio at each direct angle comparison (for example: 15o forward swept to 15o rear swept). 

Measuring lift
All tables are simplified with the word “Lift” rather than “Gravity” because the lift measurement, for both wind on and 
off, is actually a measurement of gravity. Lift is then calculated as the difference in gravity, which is then applied to all 
“lift to drag” values (Table 2).

Lift to Drag Values
The “lift to drag” (L/D) values are what define this experiment. These values are the refined data, calculated through 
dividing the force of lift by the force of drag, in which efficiency is measured. Each L/D value is calculated from four 
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values: gravity (lift with wind off), lift (wind on), calibration drag (tension with wind off), and drag (wind on). Utilizing the 
equations L = gi – ga and D = da – di, change in lift (Δ lift or L) and change in drag (Δ drag or D) were created. These 
values create the efficiency ratio, defined as L/D.

Average Values
All data gathered is summarized by the average L/D value. These values represent the averaging of all gathered L/D 
values for each model. In short, these values represent general efficiency of each model and allow for conclusions to 
be made. If an average L/D value is greater than its comparison, then that model (at 8.5 m/s and angle of attack 25o) 
is more efficient (Table 3).

Analysis of Data
The data collected indicates that forward swept wings are more efficient than their rear swept counterparts at every 
tested angle, given the constant angle of attack of 25o due to the fact that the L/D values are higher for forward 
swept wings. Bonferroni’s Multiple Comparison Test showed that almost every comparison between efficiencies was 
statistically significant. Furthermore, the data shows that forward swept wings are almost twice as efficient as their 
rear swept counterpart at all tested sweep angles (Table 4).
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Comparison to Previous Research
This data differs slightly from many other previous studies in the fact that the L/D values were directly compared 
between forward swept wings and rear swept wings. Previous studies have looked at the efficiency (L/D values) of 
forward swept wings or rear swept wings, but have never made an issue of pollution by utilizing more efficient wings, 
the amount of fuel consumed per flight will decrease, thereby most likely leading to a decrease in carbon emissions. 

Due to the increased efficiency presented by forward swept wings and due to safety issues, the widespread use 
of this wing should be implemented. The added control stems from the flow changes forward swept wings provide, 
leading more air to flow onto the rear wing-set, thereby giving more control to the craft.16 In addition, this is one of the 
only studies that focused on the efficiency of forward swept wings.

Review of Goals
The goal of this study was to test efficiency values for both forward and rear swept wings through creating lift to drag 
ratios and comparing their values at differing angles. This was accomplished by collecting lift to drag ratios for all six 
models. We determined that forward swept models were more efficient.

Conclusion
This experiment was conducted in order to find the efficiency of forward swept wings and compare them to their rear 
swept wing counterparts. This was done through the process of suspending 3D models of wings and measuring the 
lift and drag forces. The readings were then converted into a lift to drag ratio that determined the general efficiency 
of each model. This experiment found that forward swept wings had a higher lift to drag ratio, and therefore forward 
swept wings were shown to be more efficient than rear swept wings. If forward swept wings were to be implemented, 
then aircrafts would decrease the quantity pollutants emitted as well as increase control given to pilots through 
flow changes. Forward swept wings have the potential to be the most efficient wing type, but they have yet to be 
perfected.
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Abstract 
Chitin is a biopolymer found in abundance all around us: in the cuticles of insects, shells of crustaceans such as 
shrimp, crabs etc. Many tonnes of shells are produced annually around the world. Bangladesh is a developing 
country in South Asia. Its much prominent textile industry has resulted in liquid waste being dumped into surrounding 
water bodies for many years, leading to widespread pollution. Through our study, it has been seen that chitin absorbs 
heavy metal ions, namely Pb2+, Cd2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ which are found in abundance in industrial effluent, ultimately 
resulting in water which performs better in qualitative and quantitative tests. We intend to introduce chitin as a 
measure to reduce this pollution through its use in Common Effluent Treatment Plants (CETP) to purify river water as 
a cheap and environmentally friendly alternative to the harsh chemicals. Chitin can be relatively easily extracted from 
crustacean shells. We aim to clean the environment, one ion at a time.

Keywords
Chemistry; Bangladeshi rivers; Water pollution; Water purification; Textile; Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP); Chitin; 
Chitosan.
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Introduction
Enormous amounts of chitin can be found in the biosphere; it is the major component of crustacean shells, cuticles 
of insects, fungal cell walls, yeast and green algae. About 1010-1011 tonnes of annual turnover make it the most 
abundant as well as the most readily available biopolymer in nature.1

In the processing of shrimp for human consumption, between 40% to 50% of the total mass is waste. About 40% of 
the waste is chitin, incrusted with calcium carbonate and astaxanthin.

About 10% of this waste is dried off to be processed as fish and poultry feed.2 In developing countries, waste shells 
are often just dumped in landfills or the sea or incinerated. In developed countries, disposal can be costly — up 
to US$150 per tonne in Australia,3 for example. This causes large amounts of pollution in coastal areas and the 
destruction of marine life. 

The utilization of this shellfish waste in the form of chitin to purify a large volume of water would not only prove to be 
environmentally friendly, but would also, for the above-mentioned causes and costs, be a waste treatment alternative.

Bangladesh is a small country in South Asia, at the apex of the Bay of Bengal. It was deemed the 50th largest export 
economy in the world. Exports in Bangladesh increased to 230.71 billion BDT in April 2018.4

Figure 1. Items making up exports of Bangladesh, and their values

From the statistics listed above, it can be seen that textiles and leather form a large segment of Bangladesh’s exports. 
Despite the significant economic contribution of the textile and leather industries in Bangladesh, it has brought with it 
a range of environmental problems, mostly pollution of water resources in the country. Most of these industrial units 
are located along the banks of the rivers, which provide a means of transportation for incoming raw materials and 
outgoing finished products. Unfortunately, as a consequence, industrial units drain effluents directly into the rivers 
without any consideration for the environment.

A complex mixture of hazardous chemicals, both organic and inorganic, is discharged into the water bodies from all 
these industries, usually without treatment. About 33 percent of the industries produces textiles, finished garments or 
are tanneries, of which the capital, Dhaka, accounts for almost half and Narayanganj about 32%.5

a) Textile mill effluent, rich in heavy 
metal ions, being dumped into 
a water body, causing a drastic 
decrease in the quality of life in the 
area around it.

b) Buriganga river, flowing through 
the capital Dhaka; overflowing with 
chemicals used in the tanneries 
surrounding the river.

c) Despite the government’s efforts to 
reduce pollution with the introduction of 
new rules and regulations, such waste is 
regularly being expelled from factories.
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A total production of shrimp and fish worth $1,462,843.67 had been exported as of July-December 2016-2017.6 
Shells comprise 40% of the total mass of prawns and are proving to be a matter of concern due to their slow 
biodegradation.7 These shells are mostly produced by the seafood processing factories, as well as the frozen food 
factories as a solid waste. Instead of disposing this waste into the sea, it can be utilized to purify effluent into a much 
safer alternative— water that is capable of sustaining life.

The goal of our research was to test the effectiveness of chitin extracted in the school laboratory through chemical 
means from crushed crustacean shells as an adsorbent by subjecting water collected from Buriganga and Turag, the 
two most highly polluted rivers of Dhaka, to a chitin filter and comparing the pH, turbidity, and iron levels before and 
after, and researching its sustainability for use in CETP in the long run. This paper differs from similar literature on 
the same research topic in the respect that it looks into the suitability of chitin for use in CETP in an economy such as 
that of Bangladesh, both to improve the standard of living and general health.

Methods
The chitin shells were collected from a shrimp processing plant, located in the district of Khulna, in south-western 
Bangladesh. They were cleaned and dried in direct sunlight for 15 days before further use. 

Having cleaned and dried the shells, we roughly milled them (Photo 1). In a jar, we added approximately 40.18g of 
concentrated sodium hydroxide pellets to a litre of water (1000 mL) for a final concentration of 1.0 mol/dm.3 After a 
homogenous solution was made, we added the crushed shells to the solution. 

The next step included heating the solution to 60°C for four days straight, with stirring at regular intervals (Photo 2).

Sodium hydroxide was used for deproteinisation (the removal of protein) of the shells. Deproteinisation is necessary 
because the proteins present may hinder the molecular structure of chitin and its ability to combine with the metal 
ions. 

The shells turned a slightly brighter shade of orange than prior to treatment, while the solution turned an olive green-
orange colour (Photo 3).

1 2

4

3

5
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After four days, we removed the solids from the solution (Photo 4), washing with distilled water and drying them 
again, before immersing them into a solution of concentrated hydrochloric acid, of concentration 2.0 mol/dm3. We 
kept the crushed shells in this solution for two days (Photo 5).

The demineralization process (Photo 5, Photo 6, Photo 7), can be performed with acids such as HCl, HNO3, H2S04, 
CH3COOH and HCOOH. Especially, hydrochloric acid seemed to be the preferred reagent in the case of chitin-
containing waste materials. The demineralization process is done to reduce the content of mineral substances in 
tissue or organism, so that they become mineral-deficient. This enables them to regain the lost minerals (metal 
compounds) from effluent. 

Lastly, we treated the carapaces, now weighing 153.4 g, in an organic mixture of chloroform, methylated spirit and 
water, in the proportions 1:2:4. This was done for elimination of pigments, lipids and decolourisation for four hours. 
Finally, the rest of the sample was dried within a drying oven at 60°C for 48 hours and then weighed to determine the 
chitin contents.

The lab-prepared chitin was subjected to two separate tests: one involving purifying a sample of water containing 
zinc, iron, chromium, prepared in the lab beforehand, made to replicate the polluted water, the second involving 
water collected from the Turag river. The model factory used in the project had a two-stage purification process for 
the discharge going into the water bodies. The primary stage consisted of the chitin crushed into minute particles and 
compressed into a filter; the secondary stage had clean coarse red sand, used to remove pathogens.

Results and Discussion

 
The filtered water was subjected to three tests:

•A turbidity test, using a Hach 2100Q turbidimeter

•A qualitative test for iron, using a Hach Iron Colour Disc Test Kit

•A test for the pH, using universal indicator
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The water collected from the container as shown in the diagram, after being passed through both the filters shows 
drastic improvements in turbidity, iron levels and pH. This proves that chitin is effective in elevating the quality of 
effluent to a level safe enough to be released into water bodies and is therefore ideal to be used in ETPs.

Although this process is easier and faster, there are a number of problems that this method poses:

•Harsh chemical treatments may result in hydrolysis of the polymer, and different structural inconsistencies. 

•This method may be energy consuming, and the remaining solution may be a source of pollution. 

•The protein components may no longer be useful as animal feed.2 

Therefore, we propose the alternative biological method for large scale production for industrial use.2 The alternative 
method is carried out by treating the sun-dried shells with protease-producing bacteria, the enzyme produced results 
in deproteinisation, thus avoiding alkali treatment. Deproteinisation mainly occurs through the added lactobacillus, 
or the gut bacteria of the shrimp, if raw fish has been used. Demineralization can be achieved through the lactic acid 
produced by bacteria through the conversion of an added carbon source. This method ensures homogeneity of the 
final product as well as high quality. The approach allows for obtaining a liquid fraction rich in proteins, minerals and 
astaxanthin and a solid chitin fraction. The liquid fraction can be used either as a protein-mineral supplement for 
human consumption or as an animal feed. It is affordable, since it is neither energy nor capital intensive, and has the 
increased efficiency of the procedure.
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Conclusion
The importance of chitin lies in its biological (biodegradability, biocompatibility and non-toxicity) properties.2 The use 
of chitin in effluent treatment plants in Bangladesh can be justified since water pollution in Bangladesh has exceeded 
danger levels since as early as the 1980s. According to the Dhaka Water and Sewerage Authority (WASA), about 
12,000 cubic metres (420,000 cu ft) of untreated waste are released into rivers from Tejgaon, Badda and Mohakhali 
industrial areas every day.8 Nearly four million people in the city are exposed to the consequences of water pollution 
on a daily basis. Meanwhile, the waste from flourishing seafood processing factories, disposal of which can prove to 
be quite cumbersome, can be turned into chitin to be used in CETPs, effectively producing water that is suitable to be 
released into the water bodies of Dhaka. Use of chitin will not only take care of the waste problem, but will drastically 
improve the lives of thousands of people who depend on these water bodies. It is thus sustainable in the long-run.
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Abstract 
This experiment was conducted in an effort to advance technology used to better protect humans from ionizing 
gamma radiation, emitted from a small uranium-235 sample encased in glass. The goal in performing this study was 
to determine if carbon nanotube epoxy resin coated carbon unidirectional fabric would prove effective in reducing the 
amount of ionizing radiation that would penetrate a normal cotton bra. Carbon nanotube epoxy resin is epoxy infused 
with small, graphite-like tubes. Carbon unidirectional fiber fabric is material made out of carbon fibers woven parallel 
to each other. Carbon’s crystal-lattice molecular structure makes it naturally strong. By creating nanotubes out of this 
material, it becomes lightweight and remains strong and highly conductive; thus, a combination of carbon nanotube 
epoxy resin and carbon fiber fabric was predicted to shield radiation. The carbon fibers and carbon nanotubes reflect 
radiation, while the polymers of the epoxy absorb radiation. To test this, an ionization chamber was built out of a soup 
can to measure changing voltage through various materials: a test was performed with no cover to collect a control 
reading, aluminum foil, cotton, and carbon nanotube coated carbon unidirectional fabric were tested. The ionization 
chamber measured a 44% radiation reduction for the encased uranium sample. For more accurate results, the 
experiment was reconducted with a Geiger counter. The experiment was replicated and included testing a double-
layer carbon unidirectional fabric coated in carbon nanotube epoxy resin, as well as an uncoated piece of carbon 
unidirectional fabric. Consequently, carbon unidirectional fiber fabric alone resulted in a 33% radiation penetration 
reduction. The single layer fabric resulted in a 55% radiation penetration reduction. The double layer fabric resulted 
in a 72% reduction rate. The foil had a 7% reduction, the cotton fabric had a 14% reduction, and the uncoated fabric 
had a 33% reduction.  According to these results, the carbon nanotube epoxy resin coated carbon unidirectional fiber 
fabric was effective in significantly reducing radiation penetration rates.   

Keywords
Nanotechnology; Carbon Nanotubes; Epoxy; Radiation; Shielding
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Introduction
Radiation poisoning is an up-and-coming problem in today’s technologically advanced society. From nuclear 
meltdowns like Fukushima, to deep space travel, to radon gas in basements, we are finding ourselves as a species 
more frequently exposed to various types of harmful ionizing radiation. In particular, flight attendants, nurses, and 
astronauts are at increased risk of developing cancer caused by radiation exposure. Through this experiment, I aim to 
contribute to the prevention of breast cancer specifically by developing a fabric to be used in sports bras that reduces 
dangerous exposure.

Carbon fibers are defined by Merriam-Webster Dictionary1 as “a very strong lightweight synthetic fiber made by 
carbonizing acrylic fiber at high temperature.” Numerous studies have been conducted and show the effectiveness of 
carbon fiber in deflection radiation, such as one conducted by Brookhaven National Laboratory2 where high energy 
proton beams fired at a carbon fiber reinforced metal were deflected.  Likewise, a carbon nanotube is defined as a 
tube-shaped molecule made up of many of carbon atoms1. Carbon nanotubes look almost like rolled up, nanoscopic 
chicken wire. They can be single walled, or multi-walled, meaning they can be one tubular shape, or multiple tubes 
stacked.

Figure 1 A visual depiction of single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) vs multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT).3

Several studies have demonstrated that carbon nanotube infused materials have been proven effective in reducing 
the impact of radiation penetration.4 Carbon materials are generally effective in reducing radiation penetration 
because of the strong, conductive, and reflective properties of carbon.5 By creating nanotubes out of this material, 
it becomes lightweight and remains strong after radiation exposure, which tends to deteriorate and weaken most 
metals. NASA currently uses carbon nanotubes in nuclear reactors to prevent metals from deteriorating. This 
experiment was performed to determine whether the nanotubes actually reflect some of the ionizing radiation.  The 
researcher predicts single-walled carbon nanotube epoxy coated carbon unidirectional fiber fabric will decrease 
radiation penetration rate. Through experimentation, the researcher hopes to design a fabric-like material that 
reduces radiation penetration by combining both carbon fiber and carbon nanotubes. The researcher hypothesizes 
that if she coats unidirectional carbon fiber fabric in carbon nanotube epoxy resin, then radiation will not penetrate 
heavily through the material, thus protecting against radiation.  

Methods
Procedure:  

I laid one sheet of unidirectional carbon fiber fabric (available online at sollercomposites.com)6 on a towel. I then 
poured a quarter-sized drop of carbon nanotube epoxy resin (also available at sollercomposites.com)7 onto the top of 
the fabric and spread it evenly. I left the coated fabric to dry for approximately 1 hour. I then flipped the fabric over and 
coated the other side and hung it to dry for 24-48 hours.  

I built the ionization chamber using the following schematic:  
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I started by peeling any wrapper off the soup can and thoroughly washing out the inside.8 I used a thumbtack to 
poke a small hole in the bottom of the soup can. I poked a nail through the hole to widen it. I spread apart the three 
prongs of a transistor. I bent the middle prong downward and the left to the left, the right to the right. I soldered the 
uninsulated wire to the middle prong of the transistor. I soldered the insulated wire to each of the other two prongs 
(the left and the right). I then threaded the uninsulated wire through the hole in the soup can, ensuring it did not 
actually touch the can. I taped the top black part of the transistor to the bottom of the can, ¼ cm above the hole. I 
then soldered one end of resistor to the left of the bottom surface of the can, leaving the other end hanging off the 
can. After, I soldered the end of left insulated wire to the negative battery connector wire. I connected the negative 
end of voltmeter to the right insulated wire and coiled the wire around the negative voltmeter lead. Then, I connected 
the positive end of the voltmeter to the free end of the resistor and coiled the end of the resistor around the positive 
voltmeter lead. I soldered the positive battery connector wire to the resistor above the connection to the voltmeter. 
While wearing gloves, I placed uranium glass beads (available at madscientisthut.com for legal purchase under NRC 
regulations)9 under the open top of the can. I recorded the voltage (control).  I covered the open top of the ionization 
chamber with aluminum foil and a rubber band. I again recorded voltage. I repeated this with cotton fabric as a cover, 
and carbon nanotube epoxy coated carbon fiber fabric as a cover for three trials.  

Radiation Represented in Voltage

Trial Number No Cover (V)
Foil 
(V) Cotton (V) Carbon Nanotubes (V)

Trial 1 5.74 5.69 5.32 3.22
Trial 2 5.76 5.72 5.3 3.18
Trial 3 5.76 5.71 5.34 3.19
Averages 5.75 5.71 5.32 3.20
% Penetration 100% 99% 92% 56%
% Reduced 0% 1% 8% 44%

For further testing with the Geiger counter, I laid two sheets side by side of unidirectional carbon fiber fabric on a 
towel. I coated two pieces of fabric. Before the resin on each dried, I placed one fabric on top of the other, with both 
coated sides touching. I allowed it to dry for one hour, then coat the top and bottom of the combined piece of fabric. 
I left the double layer fabric to dry for 24-48 hours. I then labeled the different types of fabric as “not coated,” “coated 
single layer,” and “coated double layer.” I laid out an aluminum foil square and cotton t-shirt square on the newspaper 
in line. On the towel, I laid out the not coated, coated one- piece, and coated two-piece fabrics in line. 

Using the ruler, I measured two inches from the bottom of the cup. I cut straight down from the top of the cup to the 
two inches marked line. From there, I cut around so that I created a miniature cup. I opened the bag of uranium 
infused glass beads. I poured the beads into the small cup. I counted the beads and recorded the number. I placed 
the cup of beads on the newspaper, below my line of fabrics. Using a screwdriver, I carefully unscrewed the four 
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screws on the back of the Geiger counter, in order to expose the Müller tube to remove any possible shielding from 
the plastic backing of the device for more accurate readings. I collected the screws and screwdriver in the Geiger 
counter box to prevent losing them.  

With no cover over the small cup of uranium infused glass beads, I held the Müller tube of the Geiger counter directly 
over the cup for one minute and recorded the highest CPM reached (to include the most amount of radiation that 
penetrates the material) in one minute (to standardize time and allow for the Geiger counter to adjust). I then placed 
the aluminum foil sheet over the top of the cup and held the Müller tube of the Geiger counter directly over the 
cup for one minute. I recorded the highest CPM reached in one minute. I replaced the aluminum foil sheet with the 
sheet of cotton fabric and held the Müller tube of the Geiger counter directly over the cup for one minute. I recorded 
the highest CPM reached in one minute. I replaced the sheet of cotton fabric with the sheet of not coated carbon 
unidirectional fabric and held the Müller tube of the Geiger counter directly over the cup for one minute. I recorded 
the highest CPM reached in one minute.  I replaced the sheet of not coated carbon unidirectional fabric with the 
coated one-piece fabric and held the Müller tube of the Geiger counter directly over the cup for one minute. I recorded 
the highest CPM reached in one minute. I replaced the sheet of coated one-piece fabric with the coated two pieces 
fabric and held the Müller tube of the Geiger counter directly over the cup for one minute. I recorded the highest CPM 
reached in one minute and repeated for 20 trials. 

Radiation Represented in Clicks Per Minute (CPM)

Trial Number
No 
Cover Foil Cotton CUF

1 Layer 
CNCF

2 Layer 
CNCF

1 89 83 75 60 44 26
2 93 88 80 64 38 28
3 92 86 79 62 44 26
4 95 90 80 61 45 25
5 93 88 81 65 41 28
6 91 85 80 60 40 24
7 93 86 81 64 42 27
8 90 86 81 62 40 28
9 92 87 80 63 45 25
10 92 86 79 60 39 25
11 93 86 81 61 40 26
12 92 87 80 62 41 25
13 94 84 81 62 43 25
14 94 87 79 63 42 24
15 95 86 78 62 40 27
16 94 84 80 60 40 26
17 92 86 82 64 43 24
18 90 87 81 64 45 27
19 95 84 80 63 44 26
20 91 86 80 62 43 25
Averages: 93 86 80 62 42 26
% Penetration: 100% 93% 86% 67% 45% 28%
% Reduced: 0% 7% 14% 33% 55% 72%

Results
The soup-can ionization chamber data is not completely reliable because the chamber was never calibrated to a 
radiation measurement standard. Radiation is commonly measured in counts per minute (cpm) or microsieverts (uSi). 
The radiation detected by the chamber was measured in change in voltage. The data collected from the chamber 
demonstrates that carbon unidirectional fabric coated in carbon nanotube epoxy resin is 38% more effective than 
cotton in preventing radiation penetration, as 92% of radiation penetrated the cotton and only 56% penetrated the 
carbon unidirectional fabric coated in carbon nanotubes (44% reduction). Percentages were determined by dividing 
an average shielded radiation value (i.e. covering the chamber with aluminum and obtaining an average reading 
of 5.7 Volts) into the average unshielded radiation value (i.e. the average value obtained with no cover over the 
chamber) and multiplying by 100. After testing with a reliable, calibrated Geiger Counter, the researcher was able to 
determine that the single layer fabric actually penetrated by 45% (55% reduction). However, after testing a double 
layer of fabric, only 28% of radiation penetrated (72% reduction). In comparison, the uncoated carbon unidirectional 
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fabric allowed for 67% penetration (33% reduction), while the cotton fabric resulted in 86% penetration (14% 
reduction), the foil resulted in 93% penetration (7% reduction) and the uncovered uranium infused glass beads were 
used as a control, measuring 100% penetration (0% reduction). With this data, the researcher performed a paired 
t-test to determine statistical significance. In comparing cotton with carbon unidirectional fiber fabric, the researcher 
calculated a p-value of 6.158 x 10-22. Since this value is significantly below 0.05, it can be determined that the data 
is statistically significant, meaning it did not occur coincidentally. In comparing cotton with two-layer carbon nanotube 
epoxy coated carbon unidirectional fiber fabric, the researcher calculated a p-value of 3.575 x 10-29. Next, the 
researcher washed the material to determine if it would be affected by it, as all clothing must eventually be washed. 
After washing the material inside the sports bra padding and repeating the procedure, the researcher discovered 
a 1% increase in radiation penetration in the left pad and a 2% increase in radiation penetration in the right pad. 
Although this may indicate pad deterioration, it may also be due to human error. To determine whether the material 
actually deteriorated, the material must be washed and tested for more trials.

Discussion
Because the measurements using the ionization chamber were not standardized, without a proper Geiger counter, 
the accuracy of the chamber cannot be determined. Likewise, because the chamber was built out of old parts by a 
researcher not well versed in electronics, a large margin for human error exists. Thus, the chamber data is somewhat 
unreliable.

Overall, the material may be used as a more efficient alternative to lead vests that must be worn during x-rays, should 
it be further tested with more accurate equipment.  

Likewise, it could also be perhaps utilized as a layer of protection in astronaut suits. As we continue to explore space, 
we must take into account cosmic radiation. 

Ideally, the researcher would like to use the fabric as a layer in sports bras, so as to reduce radiation exposure to 
breasts, and ultimately reduce development of breast cancer. If the material is molded to the shape of a breast, then 
it should hold as a comfortable layer of padding. The researcher plans to develop and sew a prototype sports bra 
with a layer of the double layered carbon nanotube epoxy coated carbon unidirectional fabric inside. As the carbon 
fabric is inexpensive and lightweight, it may prove to be an effective layer in sports bras. The overall goal is to design 
and produce an effective radiation reducing sports bra to sell at an affordable price to women working in high-risk 
environment—particularly nurses frequently exposed to X-rays or ionizing particles from radiation therapy, flight 
attendants frequently exposed to cosmic radiation, astronauts, or nuclear engineers. It will serve essentially as an 
extra layer of protection. Like the use of sunscreen, which can still result in a sunburn, this garment will not guarantee 
the wearer will not get breast cancer. It works merely as a preventative garment.  

In the future, the researcher hopes to conduct a study in which flight attendants and radiologists wear the garment as 
an extra layer of protection over a period of 10-15 years, evaluating how many develop breast cancer in comparison 
to a similar group who did not wear the garment, to reveal the efficacy of the bra as a solution to preventing the 
development of breast cancer.

Conclusion
This experiment was conducted in order to further technology used to better shield people from radiation. The 
researcher’s goal in executing this experiment was to decide if carbon nanotube coated carbon unidirectional fabric 
would be effective in reducing the amount of ionizing radiation that passes through fabric. This was tested by building 
an ionization chamber out of a soup can to study changing voltage through several materials: no cover, aluminum foil, 
cotton, and carbon nanotube coated carbon unidirectional fabric. The ionization chamber measured a 44% reduction 
in radiation penetration. To improve the accuracy and reliability of the experimental data, the researcher proceeded 
to re-conduct the experiment with a Geiger counter. The testing was replicated with the addition of experimenting 
with a double-layer carbon unidirectional fabric coated in carbon nanotube epoxy resin, as well as an uncoated piece 
of carbon unidirectional fabric. The single layer fabric resulted in a 55% radiation penetration reduction. The double 
layer fabric resulted in a 72% reduction rate. The foil resulted in a 7% reduction, the cotton fabric managed a 14% 
reduction, and the uncoated fabric had a 33% reduction. According to these results, the ionization chamber was not 
completely accurate, but it was not drastically far off. After conducting the experiment, the researcher performed 
a paired T-Test to further analyze the data, specifically for statistical significance. It turns out the data is extremely 
statistically significant, as the set’s p-value in comparing cotton vs. carbon unidirectional fiber fabric is 6.158x10-
22. The p-value in comparing cotton vs. carbon nanotube epoxy resin coated carbon unidirectional fiber fabric is 
3.575x10-29. In the future, the researcher plans to continue researching to determine exactly how effective the 
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material is in preventing the development of cancerous tumors. Following such testing, should the newly collected 
data be proven accurate, the researcher plans to start a business using the double layer fabric as a layer in sports bra 
padding, so as to reduce ionizing radiation exposure and work as a preventative measure for women working in high-
risk environments, generally aiming to diminish breast cancer development.  
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Abstract 
Malignant brain tumors, continue to be the cause of a disproportionate level of mortality, killing over 17,000 people 
each year. For metastasis, blood vessels are constructed (angiogenesis) to provide cancerous tissue with nutrients/
oxygen. Blocking this would prevent the supply of factors essential for tumor growth. Angiogenesis is controlled 
by a balance of pro and anti-angiogenic factors in endothelial cells. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is 
a key proangiogenic molecule that can be targeted with small molecule inhibitors such as Sunitinib, which have 
demonstrated, with some success, down regulation of tumor angiogenesis. However, benefits are often transitory, 
followed by restoration of tumor progression. The goal of this study was to determine if introducing an SLT-VEGF 
fusion protein would selectively target VEGFR-2 being overexpressed in vasculature, preventing “rebound” of 
vessel angiogenesis. SLT-VEGF is comprised of the subunit A Shiga-like toxin, which binds to VEGFR-2, inhibiting 
protein synthesis in cells. Cell lines glioma and glioblastoma were grown in flanks of nude mice as model systems 
to analyze the effects of treatment with Sunitinib (followed by growth without treatment), and SLT-VEGF (followed 
by growth without treatment). Cyrosections were prepared for immunohistochemical staining to assess the degree 
of angiogenesis. Results showed that SLT-VEGF treatment significantly blocked the rebound of new blood vessel 
formation around the tumor. 
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Introduction
About 80,000 new cases of primary brain tumors are diagnosed annually in the United States and approximately 32% 
of these tumors are malignant. This year, it is anticipated that nearly 17,000 people will die from a primary malignant 
central nervous system tumor of one form or another. Glioblastomas, which are a subtype of gliomas that arise from 
the supportive tissue of the brain, are one of the most common and aggressive brain tumors with about 12,390 new 
cases expected this year.1 The prognosis for glioblastoma patients is still poor with a median survival time of 15 
months despite current treatment approaches. Conventional methods include: surgical resection, radiotherapy, and 
chemotherapy.2 Unfortunately, these therapies are often not effective in treating glioblastomas and they have long-
lasting adverse effects, including impaired neural development (especially for children). Specifically, radiation therapy 
causes late effects such as neurocognitive deficiencies, hormone deficits, and growth impairment. The most common 
chemotherapy-related late effects are ototoxicity caused by platinum drugs, secondary leukemia, and infertility 
following exposure to alkylating agents.3 Therefore, since present therapy is relatively ineffective in treating this 
disease and puts the surviving patient at risk of severe side effects, a less toxic and more effective therapy is needed. 

Angiogenesis in Tumor Growth 
One current alternative treatment researched focuses on inhibiting the process of angiogenesis. Angiogenesis, the 
formation of a vascular network, is necessary for tumor formation in solid malignancies. As shown in figure 1, a tumor 
mass requires blood vessel networks to provide it with oxygen and metabolites in order to grow. This angiogenic 
process is far from simple, as it involves a multitude of interacting factors whose final outcome is determined by the 
balance of the pro- and anti-angiogenic factors produced by the tumor cells. It is seen that the ‘angiogenic switch’ 
is ‘turned off’ when the effects of proangiogenic molecules are balanced by that of anti-angiogenic molecules, 
and it is ‘turned on’ when the net balance is in favor of angiogenesis.4 Further studies have shown that vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a key driver of angiogenesis. One main VEGF receptor, VEGFR-2, is commonly 
overexpressed on the vasculature of most solid cancers including glioblastomas. As illustrated in Figure 2, an 
inhibition of VEGF-driven tumor angiogenesis has been shown to suppress tumor growth in animal models.5 Thus, 
given the characteristic high degree of endothelial proliferation, vascular permeability and ubiquity of proangiogenic 
growth factors, the targeting of blood vessels in brain tumors is a particularly attractive therapeutic strategy.

Mechanisms of Response and Resistance to VEGF-targeted Therapy 

Today, there are two main strategies to target the tumor vasculature; anti-angiogenic drugs aimed at preventing 
the process of angiogenesis, thus stopping the formation of new blood vessels that are necessary for the growth 
and progression of the tumor and metastasis; and an antivascular therapy targeted to the already existing tumor 
vasculature.5 Although anti-angiogenic therapies such as Bevacizumab or Sunitinib have been shown to be 
successful in inhibiting the growth of tumor associated blood vessels, recent studies have demonstrated several 
important problems with these treatments.6 One of the most prominent issues is the development of resistance 
to anti-angiogenic therapy that most likely explains the varying results obtained in these studies. Resistance can 
essentially be broadly classified into inherent resistance, where the tumors fail to respond from the beginning of a 
treatment and acquired resistance, where tumors initially respond and then progress while still on treatment. Since 
anti-angiogenic therapy targets tumor cells indirectly by acting on tumor blood vessels, mechanisms that determine 
its response and resistance are likely to stem from a complex interaction between tumor cells. Acquired resistance 
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may perhaps occur because the tumor finds an alternative means to drive tumor vascularization and therefore 
is insensitive to the therapy, or because tumor cells become adapted so that they can grow despite the reduced 
vascular supply.7 Although inhibitors of VEGF/VEGFR signaling were expected to inhibit tumor growth via inhibition 
of endothelial cell proliferation, experimental evidence indicates that it induces vascular regression, presumably 
by inhibiting pro-survival VEGF functions. However, this vascular regression may lead to hypoxia in tumors and 
upregulation of VEGF production, which stimulates tumor revascularization after either prolonged exposure to the 
drugs or during interruptions in treatment. Essentially, a blockade of angiogenic signaling therapy suppresses the 
growth of newly formed tumor vessels, but is less effective against the more established tumor vasculature. 

An alternative approach to anti-angiogenic signaling therapy is to target VEGFR for selective delivery of highly 
cytotoxic agents into endothelial cells; with the expectation that only tumor endothelial cells overexpressing such 
receptors will internalize therapeutically significant amounts of VEGFR-targeted cytotoxins. Since alternative signal 
transduction pathways cannot prevent or reverse the cytotoxic activity of plant or bacterial toxins, several groups 
have investigated recombinant proteins fused to VEGF for targeting such toxins to tumor vasculature.8,9 One such 
recombinant protein, known as SLT-VEGF, is comprised of a human VEGF121 protein fused to the A subunit of the 
Shiga-like toxin (SLT), a site-specific N-glycosidase that when internalized, cleaves off adenosine at position 4324 
in 28S rRNA. This modification prevents the ribosome from properly interacting with elongation factors thus blocking 
protein synthesis and eventually leading to cell death. SLT-VEGF is highly cytotoxic to VEGFR-2 overexpressing cells 
in vitro, and selectively reduces such cells in tumor vasculature.8 The aim of this study is to test SLT-VEGF for its 
ability to sustain inhibition of tumor angiogenesis when used in combination with an angiogenesis signaling pathway 
inhibitor such as the small molecular drug Sutent (Sunitinib). 

Problem:  

As conventional therapies for treating CNS tumors have been shown to be ineffective, an approach to target tumors 
by depriving them of their blood supply should be evaluated as a method that avoids both intrinsic and acquired 
resistance. 

Goal: 
 
The goal was to...

1. Follow the dynamics of vascular remodeling after 5-day Sutent treatment and then determine if there is 
a correlation between the activity of VEGFR-2 promoter (as shown by luciferase activity) and vascular 
remodeling as shown by in vivo cell tagging and fluorescent microscopy; 

2. Test SLT-VEGF for its ability to sustain inhibition of tumor angiogenesis when used in combination with an 
angiogenesis signaling pathway inhibitor, such as the small molecule drug Sutent. 

Hypothesis:  

It was hypothesized that... 

1. There will be a correlation between VEGFR-2 promoter activity and vascular remodeling because VEGF is 
considered to be a key regulatory molecule in angiogenesis that induces vascular growth and permeability 
and acts as a survival factor for newly formed vessels;  

2. SLT-VEGF will selectively target and inhibit protein synthesis of cells with high VEGFR-2 expression. 
 
Results & Discussion
BLI and NIRF imaging was performed on mice anesthetized with a ketamine/ xylazine mixture (30 ul/mouse i.m). This 
amount was sufficient to anesthetize mice for one hour. After mice were anesthetized they receive i.p. injections of 
100 ul of scVEGF/Cy (50 uM) followed 10-15 minutes later with 0.6 ml aqueous luciferin (3 mg/ml). 

FaDu and U87 tumors grew despite Sutent or SLT-VEGF treatment. BLI showed half as much intensity in tumors of 
Sutent-treated mice as untreated control mice while BLI tumors of SLT-VEGF treated mice were as strong as in the 
control mice. NIRF was barely detectable in either control or Sutent-treated mice. After imaging mice were sacrificed 
and their tumors excised for immunohistochemical analysis of the tissue. The statistics we did on the image analysis 
was a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the ratios of pixel intensity of CD31 staining over DAPI (diamidino-2-
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phenylindole; used for blue-florescent DNA) staining. Staining ratios of the three groups were compared for statistical 
significance by the Bonferroni multiple comparison procedure. After treatment was administered (SLT in combination 
with Sutent, and just Sutent), data was shown as seen in Figures 3, 4 and 5. As shown in the figures, the recovery 
group was statistically higher than the control group throughout both FaDu and U87 groups. 

Anti-angiogenic therapy represents a promising alternative to the treatment of malignant brain tumors that avoid the 
problems of conventional therapies. It seems likely that a combination of anti-angiogenic agents, with other cytotoxic 
therapies, will be required to achieve maximal efficacy. In this study the combination of SLT-VEGF, a fusion toxin that 
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enters the cell via VEGF receptor mediated endocytosis, and depletes VEGFR-2+/CD31+ endothelial cells from the 
vasculature, and Sutent, a receptor protein-tyrosine kinase inhibitor, was evaluated for inhibiting tumor angiogenesis 
in two models of human and rat brain tumors. The treatment inhibits the actions of vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF) and is an angiogenesis inhibitor. In this experiment, four main groups of treatments were created, and 
given to nude mice (medulloblastoma tumors). In the group with no treatment, the tumor had maximum amounts 
of blood vessel networks (figure 4). The Sutent treatment has slightly fewer networks however, as expected, after 
Sutent treated issues were allowed to “recover,” the vessel networks were re-established. One of the main reasons 
this may have occurred (other than the previously predicted signaling pathway resistance) could have been through 
the formation of pericytes. Pericytes, or contractile cells that wrap around the endothelial cells that line capillaries 
and venules throughout the body, were formed on the edge of these CNS Sutent treated tumors. Thus, an acquired 
resistance was formed, and a need for a drug with two preventative behaviors is necessary. Thus, when SLT was 
administered, and given a time period for recovery, the pixel count was significantly less. Administering SLT-VEGF 
with Sutent effectively prevented the rebound effect. 

Conclusions
The key issues here are that glioblastoma, medulloblastoma, and other CNS tumors (the most malignant forms 
of infiltrating astrocytoma’s) can evolve from lower-grade precursor tumors to higher grade lesions. Underlying 
genetic alterations in these CNS tumors may tilt the balance in favor of an angiogenic phenotype by upregulation 
of proangiogenic factors and downregulation of angiogenesis inhibitors. Increased vascularity and endothelial cell 
proliferation are also driven by hypoxia-induced expression of proangiogenic cytokines, such as VEGF. Selective 
targeting of VEGFR (overexpressed receptor of VEGF) in tumor vasculature with VEGF conjugated with a radioactive 
isotope 177/Lu has been shown to be effective in orthotopic breast cancer models. As high levels of VEGFR 
expression in tumor vasculature are a common feature in a variety of cancers, included glioblastoma and other brain 
tumors, we found that non-radioactive VEGFR-targeting compounds was an effective anti-tumor therapy in anti-
angiogenic therapy. 

Methods
Animals and cell lines
Transgenic VEGFR2/Luc mice were obtained from Caliper and maintained in the Comparative Medicine Department 
of New York Medical College under an approved IUCAC protocol. The rat glioblastoma cell line FaDu (Catalog 
number HTB-437) and human Uppsala 87 Malignant Glioma (U87) were obtained from the American Type Culture 
Collection (ATCC) and maintained in culture with RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 2 
mM L-glutamine. 

Sunitinib for Oral administration
90 ml of sterile DI was warmed in a glass beaker to ~80oC on a magnetic stirrer/ hot plate. 0.5 g of CMC was 
added and stirred vigorously for five minutes. The heat was turned off, and CMC stirred slowly for 16-18 hours until 
dissolved, at that point 1.9 g of NaCl, 4 ml 10% Tween 80, and 0.9 ml of benzyl alcohol were added and stirred until 
complete homogeneity was achieved. The volume was adjusted to 100ml with sterile DI and the resulting CMC stock 
solution was distributed in 10 ml aliquots in 15-ml conical tubes and stored at RT.

100 mg of Sutent was weighed and distributed into six 1.5-ml tubes containing approximately 1 ml of CMC. The 
Sutent mixture was vortexed at high speed for five min then all tubes were placed in a water bath sonicator, and 
sonicated on a high setting for 10 min. When all tubes became uniformly an orange-yellow color, the suspensions 
were collected in the original 15ml conical tube with the leftover CMC. The final concentration of the Sutent was 
10 mg/ml. After sterilization by autoclaving the Sutent suspension was stable for 1-2 weeks in a refrigerator under 
constant agitation. The final concentration of ingredients included 0.5% CMC, 1.8% NaCl, 0.4% Tween 80 (Acros 
Organics, Cat #278632500, Belgium), and 0.9% Benzyl alcohol (Fluka, Cat #77013, Canada). 

Reagents and Kits
Rat Anti-mouse FIk1 and PECAM/CD31 antibodies (BD Bioscience), rat IgG (Zymed), normal rabbit serum and 
biotinylated rabbit anti-rat IgG (Vector Labs), a biotin blocking kit and TSA-488 HRP-streptavidin kit (Molecular 
Probes) were all refrigerated at -20oC). 16% Formaldehyde (Polysciences) was stored at RT and Vector Shield 
Mounting medium (Vector Labs) was refrigerated. Tyramide stock was used to dissolve component A in 150 µL 
of DMSO (component B) and stored in small aliquots at 20oC. The HRP-streptavidin conjugate was reconstituted 
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in 200 µL PBS which was stable for up to 9 months at 4oC. The 10x blocking reagent was made in PBS, and 1-ml 
aliquots were stored at 20oC. The 10x concentrate was diluted with 1xPBS immediately before staining. The 10xPBS, 
concentrate was obtained from USB Corporation (75889), and the antibody diluent was obtained from BB Bioscience 
(55914).

Sunitinib treatment of tumor bearing mice
Mice bearing FaDu and U87 tumors were dosed with Sunitinib via gastric gavage. Sunitinib malate salt (Sutent, LC 
Laboratories, S-8803 Lot BST-102, City, State) was prepared as a suspension with carboxymethylcellulose (CMC, 
Fluka, Cat #21904, City, State) as described above.

Bioluminescent Imaging (BLI) and Near Infrared Fluorescence (NIRF) of tumor bearing 
mice
BLI and NIRF were used to detect endogenous luciferase in transgenic mice under control of a VEGFR-2 promoter. 
Tumors were established by inoculating 2x106 U87 cells subcutaneously in the right flank and 2 x106 Fadu cells 
subcutaneously in the left flank of mice. After tumors had reached a diameter of approximately 0.5 cm in diameter, 
mice were anesthetized with an intramuscular (i.m.) injection of 40 ul of a mixture of Ketamine (100 mg/ml, Fort 
Dodge Animal Health, Fort Dodge, KS) and Xylazine (100 mg/ml, Akron Incorporation, Akron, OH). Mouse eyes were 
covered with an ocular lubricant (Pharmaderm) during the procedure. BLI and NIRF images were acquired with a LAS 
4000 Imager (Fujifilm, City, State). Prior to imaging mice were anesthetized as described above and injected i.p. with 
1 ml of aqueous luciferin (5 mg/ml, Molecular Imaging Cat. # LUC 00, City, State).  For NIRF a solution of ScV/AI 594 
(Sibtech, Lot #3) reconstituted in PBS to 50 uM and scVEGF/Cy (Sibtech, Lot #27) were injected in a 0.1 ml volume 
per mouse via the retro-orbital plexus. After imaging experiments were completed, mice were sacrificed and tumors 
were removed and frozen in O.C.T Compound (Tissue-Tek) for immunohistological studies. 

Fluorescent Staining of Tissue Cyrosections
The frozen slides of tumor tissue cut with a cryostat were removed from the freezer and allowed to come to room 
temperature (10-30 min). A circle was drawn around the tissue section with a PAP pen and let dry for 1-2 min. Slides 
were labeled with permanent, solvent-resistant Marker/Superfrost. A 1% blocking solution in PBS (1 ml 10% protein 
concentrate stored at -20oc + 9 ml PBS) and a 1% formaldehyde solution (one 10ml vial of 16% formaldehyde + 
150ml PBS) were freshly prepared. The working rat IgG (specificity control) was made by diluting rat IgG (2.5mg/
ml) 1:25 with antibody diluent to give a final 0.1 mg/ml concentration. It was kept at +4oC. Slides were fixed in 1% 
formaldehyde 10 min at RT. Excess liquid was drained off and it was washed in PBS, 2x5 min. A stock 30% H2O2 
solution was diluted 1:100 to a final concentration of 0.3% in a coplin jar (0.5 ml + 50 ml PBS). Slides were put in the 
jar for 10 min, after which, H2O2 was dumped off and slides were washed in PBS, 2x5 min. Slides were quenched 
once more with 30% H2O2 stock diluted to 1% (1.5ml H2O2 + 45 ml PBS). 

ImageJ Analysis  
ImageJ program was used (which is freely available from NIH) to determine the percentage of pixels that were 
positive for staining of CD31 and DAPI separately in a defined region of interest (ROI) for each image. DAPI staining 
represented the number cells within a ROI and the ratio of CD31 percent staining/DAPI percent staining was 
calculated to estimate the total percent of cells stained with CD31 in each image. These ratios were then compared 
by one-way ANOVA (to determine whether there are any statistically significant differences between the means of two 
or more independent (unrelated) groups) in CD31 expression between each treatment group. 
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